
European powers made clear that they had paid some attention to earlier colonial history,

fashioning new kinds of indirect rule, using local institutions and personnel to ensure

loyalty and at the same time mask the European interests and agendas that pushed for

more intense global control over trade, production, and markets (Cooper and Stoler,

1997). More than ever, traditions were produced and the idea of tradition promoted to

justify indirect rule. Tribes and tribal authorities were used to control territories and their

constituent populations, even when the authorities were clearly colonial puppets and the

tribes themselves ossified almost beyond pre-colonial recognition.

Tradition could be used to justify the most draconian forms of colonial rule on the

grounds of the civilizing and modernizing mission, and traditions could be used to imple-

ment both the mirage of colonial autonomy and the rationale for colonial modernity.

Tradition could also be used to explain why nationalism was as foreign to colonial soil as

self-rule would be to colonized politics. Thus the colonial investments in ideas of caste,

village, chief-ship, and kin-based communities. And thus the colonial astonishment when it

turned out that all of these institutions could play a significant role in the growing demand

for independence.

Colonialism often justified itself on the grounds that traditional institutions stood in the

way of the development of ideas of nationality and the growth of national unity. In fact,

colonialism both introduced European notions of national self-determination and hastened

the growth of nationalist sentiment (Chatterjee, 1986). Much of the sentiment behind

colonial nationalism was based on a massive reaction to the indignity of European rule,

and the growing recognition of the racial prejudice and economic interest that predicated

the rationalizations of colonial ideology. Decolonization was a term that disguised the

extent to which colonial independence was usually the outcome of militant mobilization

and sometimes violent resistance to colonial rule on the part of new nations first in Asia

and then in Africa. In fact, colonial nationalism was both the antithesis of colonial rule and

the vehicle for the development of the first sustained critiques of colonial modernity,

liberalism, and the uses of ideas of culture to disguise economic and political interests

(Chatterjee, 1993).

Nicholas Dirks

See: ORIENTALISM, POSTCOLONIALISM.

Commodity
The earliest recorded senses of the word commodity, dating from the eC15, refer on the

one hand to a quality or condition of things which makes them convenient or beneficial,

and on the other to things themselves which, having this quality, are produced for use or

sale. Commodities are, in the most general sense, goods, merchandise, wares, produce. In

contemporary economic discourse the word is used mainly to refer to food or raw materials
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which are traded. The concept of the commodity retains its interest and its importance

almost entirely because of its development within Marxist theory as a key to the under-

standing of the social relations that organize the capitalist system. Taking over its

function in classical economics of designating a particular, historically complex state of

exchange, Marx (1976 [1867]) deepens this analysis to indicate how the social relations

of production characteristic of capitalism are embedded within relations of commodity

exchange.

In its simplest sense, the Marxist concept of the commodity refers not to things but to

the form taken by things when they are produced for exchange rather than for immediate

use; in this broad sense, the commodity is to be found (although only occasionally rather

than as a dominant form) in many pre-capitalist societies. Every object that is produced is

in some sense useful: it has a use-value. Insofar as it can be exchanged with other objects,

either directly or by way of money transactions, it can also be said to have an exchange-

value, or more generally to have ‘‘value’’: that is, to be measurable within a unified system

which sets up the possibility of the equivalence of very disparate and particular use-values

(a system which is ultimately grounded in the common measure of human labor). Money,

in its various forms, is a medium for the expression of this systematic equivalence of

values. In its more complex definition, then, the concept of the commodity refers to a

matrix of conditions of exchange (the capitalist market), conditions of production (capital

investment and wage labor, which is itself a commodity at another level), and conditions of

consumption (private rather than collective appropriation of goods).

It is from this conceptual core that Marx (1976 [1867]) seeks, in the first volume of

Capital, to derive his understanding of capitalism as a specific historical system. Capital is

value which increases through the processes of commodity production and exchange.

This increment of value, or surplus value, is the value added by labor in production. To

understand capitalism in terms of the system of value which governs both the production of

goods for exchange and the extraction of profit from labor power is then to understand the

historically specific ways in which surplus value is extracted from workers (and the social

systems – labor laws, contracts, fear of unemployment, the pleasures of consumption –

which underpin this), and the general relations between capital and labor which generate

particular, largely antagonistic relations between social classes. The concept of the com-

modity thus implicates the whole of Marx’s mature understanding of capitalism as a

systemic whole. Insofar as the commodity form both concentrates real social relations

in itself and conceals them beneath its thing-like exterior – giving rise to commodity

fetishism – the analysis of this form further gives Marx an epistemological vantage point

from which to understand a mystified reality.

The capitalist system’s inner dynamic (its drive to profit) compels it to expand the

commodity form wherever it can. Commodification thus extends from material to imma-

terial property and to many of those possessions and activities which had previously been

thought to be inalienable. The commercialization of sport over the last 20 or so years is
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one example of this process; the patenting of products of nature is another. It is in relation

to such processes as these that the concept of commodification has passed from the

Marxist tradition into general usage (Gregory, 1997; Radin, 2001). Perhaps the central

focus of attention has been on the domain of culture and what Adorno and Horkheimer

(1972) called the culture industries. The growth of mass markets in film, radio, television,

journalism, and paperback books has on the one hand strengthened the pessimistic sense

that the industrialized production of cultural forms leads to banal, stereotyped, aesthet-

ically valueless works, yet on the other has weakened the implicit opposition of commodi-

fied, ‘‘mass’’-cultural works to works of ‘‘high’’ art, since the latter too are now

industrially produced and marketed. Not only art but intellectual work of all kinds is to

a greater or less extent commodified in a capitalist society. Another area in which the logic

of commodification has become highly visible is that of stardom and the celebrity, where

the marketability of ‘‘personality’’ or physical characteristics works in opposition to

traditional conceptions of the human as a privileged domain which is withheld from market

transactions. In much of the anti-globalization rhetoric of contemporary left politics,

finally, the manifestation of the commodity form as brand name is a key to the under-

standing of global capitalism (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz, 1994).

Whereas Marx’s conception of the commodity form stresses both its negative dimen-

sions (the extension of private property in the common wealth) and its positive aspects (the

fact that commodity production massively expands the social output of material goods),

some of his later followers, such as Georg Lukács, Theodor Adorno, or Herbert Marcuse,

think of it as a general process of loss and human impoverishment. Something of Marx’s

ambivalence might be retained if we were to adopt the insight developed more recently by

anthropologists such as Arjun Appadurai (1986) that things are never only commodities

but rather move in and out of the commodity state over their lifetime, becoming constantly

embedded and re-embedded in non-economic value systems.

John Frow

See: CAPITALISM, CELEBRITY, CONSUMPTION, FETISH.

Communication
Communication has a number of senses. The oldest is perhaps the action of imparting

‘‘things material,’’ which dates back to the C14. While this sense has become rare, it was

extended in the C17 to the broader notion of ‘‘access or means of access between two or

more persons or places; the action or faculty of passing from one place to another’’ or of

‘‘a line of connexion, connecting passage or opening.’’ It is here that we can see the long

and close relationship of communication to what we would today call transportation.

In the C15, ‘‘communication’’ was extended to the facts or information that were

imparted, what we might today call the content of communication. The most common
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